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with resident evil 6, capcom was able to create one of the best third-person
shooters on the xbox 360 and playstation 3, with intuitive and fast controls, a

fantastic campaign, and a superb multiplayer mode. the campaign included a host
of other fun little details like the multiple collectibles scattered throughout the

levels, and the second-person perspective gameplay gave you a better view of the
action. if you're a fan of the series, you owe it to yourself to play this game.

following the success of the first donkey kong country, rare took the series to the
next level with the awesome donkey kong country 2: diddy's kong quest. the game

had a new, futuristic setting, with a revamped graphics engine that made the
game look even more realistic than its predecessor. the game also featured new
gameplay mechanics like the "super-jump" and "double-jump," and the overall
difficulty level was a bit higher. but most importantly, it had an awesome story

that included an exciting final battle against k. rool. resident evil has had its ups
and downs over the years. there have been some great entries, but there have

also been a lot of lackluster games, too. one that managed to stand out in a sea of
mediocrity is resi 5, the first 3d installment of the series. it seemed to defy all

expectations at the time of its release, building upon the previous game's
gameplay and setting, while completely redesigning the game's presentation to
look absolutely stunning. in a way, it didn't have much in common with the other
games in the series, but if you wanted to play a game that's as close to survival

horror as you can get, then resi 5 is still one of the best games to play.
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unlike the first, gears of war 2 was made more than a little
better by its multiplayer, but that doesn't make gears of war a
bad game by any means. it's a classic in the genre, and one of
the best shooters of the year. gears 2 also features one of the

best soundtracks of all time, from the opening theme to the on-
rails opening level to the multiple characters' distinctive, varied
lines. it also featured great teamwork mechanics, the excellent

horde mode, and a strong ai that was a lot smarter than the ai in
the first game, even though it wasn't as smart as a real human

player. gears of war 2 remains one of the few games that
actually made me want to play co-op. while it didn't win any
awards, halo 3 was undoubtedly one of the most important
games of the year. in many ways, halo 3 was like a spiritual
successor to the original halo, updating the story and setting

without fundamentally changing the game. the game featured
the same mechanics as the first game, and while the controls

were better, the game was still brutally difficult. just a few
months after gamestop's opening and the release of the xbox

and ps2, gamestop finally released the pc version of halo
combat evolved. now, for the first time in its history, gamestop
was selling pc games alongside console games. it was like the
world had never seen anything like it before. it was a complete
shift in the market, especially considering that pc gaming was
barely a blip on the radar of consumers. this was a game that

showed the mass market was embracing pc gaming. so, with the
release of halo combat evolved on the horizon, gamestop

decided to go on a spending spree. 5ec8ef588b
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